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Introduction
The way people experience the web has radically shifted. Today’s websites are no
longer simply a collection of published pages—they are full applications in their own
right. The best websites are engaging, personalized digital experiences that are driven
by data and enhanced by new technologies such as artificial intelligence or machine
learning. And context is key, because people now experience websites on a wider range
of connected devices than ever before.
In response, business leaders are shifting the way they think about their websites. They
recognize that digital experiences must not only delight users, but also maintain a close
alignment with business strategy. Websites must constantly evolve to meet changing
demands and consistently deliver value to customers, partners, employees, and other
stakeholders. As more enterprise organizations make software development a strategic
priority, they are taking a product-centric approach to building and running their web
properties alongside other software initiatives.

If you are responsible for delivering websites for your business,
then this white paper is for you.

1
 We’ll take a deep
dive into the
product-centric
approach to
building websites,
with a special focus
on content and
the role of content
infrastructure.

2

3

We’ll also look at
key technology
trends and best
practices favored
by website product
managers and
teams.

Finally, we’ll walk
through how to
build and manage
your own content
infrastructure using
Contentful.

At the end of each section, we provide links to relevant content, both business-focused
and technical, that help you research concepts further.
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Modern websites = digital products
Traditionally, engineering organizations built or rebuilt their websites as one massive
project with a set budget, timeline and launch. Post-launch, they might update website
content incrementally, but usually little investment is made in the site as a whole until
the next major “site refresh.”
For the company, this means another costly and resource-intensive project that usually
happens every several years. In the meantime, the website’s users, as well as the market
and business, all move forward, leaving the website to stagnate.

From web project to web product
The product-centric approach to web development is different. When websites are treated as
products, they get the ongoing focus and resources needed to keep them relevant and valuable
to both users and the business. There is no set end date as with other engineering projects.
The website product is a living, evolving software application with its own strategy, road map,
and team. This product model enables the organization to regularly release new site features or
updates so the website can continue to deliver value as the business evolves. In this scenario,
the technology and resource investment may be ongoing, but the end result delivers
far better returns as the website works harder for the company.

Built by cross-functional product teams
So, who builds website products? In the old
model, the website project team included
various specialists with a short-term focus on
specific aspects of the site, such as design,
marketing, development, or testing. However,
they typically worked from the perspective
(and directive) of their siloed organizations.

Product teams, on the other hand, are inherently
cross-functional. They include the same
specialists, but everyone is dedicated to their
product’s mission. Working together full-time,
product teams have an ongoing focus on the
lifecycle of the website, its users, and its value
to the company.

Product teams enable a more
cohesive product evolution and
a stronger focus on customer and
business needs.

Product managers are website
product leaders

Website product teams are led by product
managers, rather than IT project managers as
in the engineering project model. According to
McKinsey1, today’s product managers are the
“mini-CEO” of their product and play a pivotal
role in its ultimate success. They are typically
part technologist, part business manager, and
are responsible for the product’s viability in
the marketplace.
Product managers guide the team’s product
vision, strategy, and roadmap, and they
represent the product to stakeholders and
others across the organization. With a relentless
focus on the user, the product manager ensures
that the website delivers the best possible digital
experiences across the customer journey.

Read more:

Content Management & Strategy
Survey 2018
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Software best practices also apply to websites
As organizations reinvent their websites as products, they are building their sites in the same
way as they build other software applications. Websites can also benefit from the speed, flexibility,
and quality associated with using modern architectures and development best practices

Agile development

To stay competitive, most companies are
racing to address dynamic forces in their
industry landscape. According to Forrester2,
“as software takes a central role in modern
business models, application delivery
capability has become the essential enabler
of an organization’s digital business strategy.”
Speed and agility are essential—product teams
must be able to respond quickly and update
or iterate their product frequently. Software
delivery methodologies that enable this hyperresponsiveness, such as agile development,
allow teams to ship website updates
continuously. Fast, fluid website iteration, with
numerous daily pushes to production, also
keeps users engaged in ever-changing, relevant
content and features, and supports evolving
business objectives.

“Long-term strategic planning
and lengthy product cycles
have given way to a feedback-driven
cycle in which customer needs and
competitive threats change quickly.”
”Faster Software Delivery Will Accelerate
Digital Transformation,” Forrester2, April 2018

Microservices

To further increase product agility, product
teams are moving away from building websites
as monolithic systems that mushroom over time.
A monolithic code base eventually becomes
hard to work with due to its size and complexity—
an issue often exacerbated by bloated code.
Updates become tricky as changes to one part
may unintentionally break another, resulting in
longer development and test cycles.
Instead, modern software architects favor a
microservices approach that composes a web
app using a constellation of separate services—
essentially mini-applications—all running in
harmony to create a unified user experience.
For example, a website could be composed
of a messaging service powering chat, an
authentication service for account login, and
a data handling service, all seamlessly tied to the
front end. In this model, changes can be made
to a single service without impacting the others
for faster iteration or troubleshooting.

“The adoption of Lean and Agile
practices is a journey, not a destination.
While they offer great principles
and practices, they are substantially
transformation-enabling frameworks.”
”Faster Software Delivery Will Accelerate
Digital Transformation,” Forrester2, April 2018
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Serverless architecture

Another important trend in software
development is serverless architecture, which
helps product teams achieve scale faster.
A serverless architecture does not mean that
there are no servers running code, but simply
that development teams don’t have to deal
with provisioning and maintaining servers.

Read more:

GraphQL and Serverless: Where Cloud
Computing is Heading
Serverless Architecture: Going
Serverless with Contentful

This model provides scale on demand, even
when a website hits production peaks, and
typically associates operating costs with how
much code is actually invoked. As product teams
don’t have to worry about server administration,
their engineers can focus on writing code and
developing the best product experience.

From legacy websites

To digital products

Collections of templated pages,
managed by a monolithic CMS backend

Content powered by microservices,
employing multiple architectures, and
adapting to multiple touchpoints

Built with a waterfall approach: First
design, next code, then populate
content, finally publish

Built with an agile approach: Any part
can be worked on and quickly changed
independent of the others

Friction and delays at handover points
between team members

Everyone works together in parallel

Massive homegrown systems try to do
everything at once, such as manage
assets, author content, run analytics
and handle payments

An API-driven stack integrates individual
best-in-class services managed by
third-party vendors who are experts
in their field

Implementation teams tasked with
customizing an off-the-shelf product

Cross-functional, dedicated teams work
together to build a content model and
translate their frontend layer into an
efficient backend
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Content infrastructure: the heart
of the modern website
Like any digital application,content drives the website experience. Whether you’re
building a global corporate site, a short-term campaign microsite, an ecommerce
business, or a customer portal, how you publish, update and manage your content
is critical to website success.
Consider these sometimes competing agendas:

Your end users expect a regular cadence of fresh content;
this keeps them engaged and encourages them to return.

Your developers want to focus their talents on building
software without the distraction of CMS complexities or
hardcoding content.

Your content creators, editors and other stakeholders want
self-service control over their narratives, with a simple system
to input and push content live in real time.
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Limitations of traditional CMS
In the past, companies turned to CMS solutions
to power content in their websites. This was
appropriate in an era when websites were
simpler, however, today’s sophisticated web
applications—and the product teams that run
them—need much more.
Legacy CMSes were designed for publishing
posts and pages, not shipping software and
apps. These CMSes were born in a page-centric
world, with rigid data models and cumbersome
presentation layers. In addition, significant IT
time and resources were needed to operate a
monolithic CMS that was built to run on-premise
or self-hosted.

On the content side, developer resources
are needed to create and update CMS page
templates, taking their focus away from building
a great user experience. Content editors have
to wait to publish new content, and there’s little
flexibility in managing content experiences
across the site. Both developers and content
editors struggle with the limitations of CMS,
wasting time and impacting the product team’s
ability to deliver new website experiences
quickly and efficiently.

Content infrastructure: designed for the modern tech stack
With the rise of cloud computing, a wave of
new technologies has emerged to address
the needs of product teams for shipping and
managing content. Often called “headless CMS”
or “Content Management as a Service,” these
solutions offer cloud-native, API-first platforms
based on structured content models.
They are programming language-agnostic
and integrate seamlessly into modern
application architectures.

Content infrastructure is purpose-built for the
modern tech stack. Like other services within the
stack, such as maps, payments or messaging,
content infrastructure is a specialized Platform
as a Service (PaaS). It powers the flow of content
between any number of applications and a
central content repository, and provides tools
to easily access and manage content within
applications. Contentful is one of the industry’s
leading content infrastructure solutions.

At Contentful, we think headless is a good
start, but there’s more needed for teams to
realize the power of platform software. Our
“content infrastructure” includes APIs for content
management, previewing, images, and display
to deliver on complex and unique demands for
modern apps and websites.
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How Contentful empowers developers and editors
Contentful makes content “portable” by allowing
your team to create modular, reusable content
components that can be repurposed for any
website or application. The platform’s APIs
govern how content can be accessed, viewed,
handled, and delivered, as well as a set of
content delivery networks (CDNs) for speedy
delivery to end users. Moreover, Contentful
is a fully managed service, so developers
don’t need to build and maintain their own
content infrastructure.
Free from the limitations of legacy CMS, content
infrastructure offers a way of modernizing your
content operations and empowering your entire
product team. For developers, Contentful
provides a central hub for structured content,
as well as a suite of powerful management and
delivery APIs, webhooks, tools and software
development kits (SDKs). These enable
developers to quickly build content modules
and integrate them into any website.

Contentful optimizes content operations
across your team, so both developers and
content creators can build, ship and iterate
digital products faster. In addition, the scalable
platform gives you a future-proof way of building
an ever-growing portfolio of new websites and
web experiences.

Read more:

How 14 Companies Think Outside the
CMS Box
The Need for Speed: Get Digital
Products to Market Faster

For content creators and managers, such as
marketers, support agents, translators, legal
teams and others, Contentful provides a selfservice authoring interface that allows them to
create and ship content themselves, without
engineering support. Content creators can easily
create new customer touch points, preview
content and push updates live.
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Inside the Contentful platform
At its core, the Contentful platform offers four powerful REST APIs (and soon GraphQL) that are fully
decoupled to ensure a more resilient service. These stateless APIs produce compact JSON payloads
that give developers full programmatic control over content, assets and translations.

Content Management API – allows developers to create or
update content and content models programmatically

Content Delivery API – delivers published content to
applications and keeps content synced and up to date;
backed by multiple CDNs

Content Preview API – allows content creators to view draft
content in staging environments

Images API – retrieves and dynamically manipulates images
on the fly, such as cropping, resizing or compression
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These APIs also power an extensible web app for content creators. Your teams can extend the UI
with your own widgets, or use ready-made features such as localization and roles/permissions to
build a custom editorial workflow.

Markdown editor – allows editors to create and
update content

Media editor – allows editors to edit images as they
embed them

UI extensions – allow teams to integrate third-party
services for videos, experimentation, etc., or enhance
workflows

Content modeling – a visual UI for managing content
models and adding new reference fields or validation

To rapidly publish content across the globe,
Contentful uses multiple global content
delivery networks (CDNs) such as Cloudfront
and Fastly to enable regional access and API
payloads in the sub-100 millisecond range.

Read more:

Contentful Concepts: API Basics
Contentful Concepts: Webhooks
Contentful Concepts: UI Extensions
Contentful Concepts: Content Models
Contentful Tutorials: Getting Started
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The business benefits of Contentful

FLEXIBLE: 		

 esign content models that meet your apps’ exact needs, and
D
develop using your language of choice.

FAST: 		

 ive your digital teams tools to ship and iterate digital products
G
faster across websites, apps and devices.

CONNECTED:

Integrate your content with, and from, your existing business
platforms and cloud services.

UBIQUITOUS:

Increase your reach and relevance by extending content into
new channels and geographies.

UNIFIED:

Manage your portfolio of digital products with a single,
reusable content infrastructure.

LOW RISK:

Start small, use what you need to prove value, then scale with
confidence on a future-proof platform.

EMPOWERING:

Recruit and retain talent by enabling them to ship relentlessly
using their favorite modern tools.
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Getting started: Content modeling
sets the foundation
In today’s data-rich applications, data is stored and handled by the application in a
structured way, allowing various technologies to access and use the data in real time
to provide the best possible user experience. Data models define how data will be
structured and allow for data portability, scalability and change. This approach has
become fundamental to the modern web experience.

What is content modeling?
In Contentful’s content infrastructure approach,
your website content is handled as data,
whether it be expressed in text, images, video
or another file format. Content modeling gives
your content a modular structure, so APIs can
easily access and reuse it across many different
use cases. Structured content makes it easy
for humans to experience your content and for
websites, applications and other systems to
consume your content.

Read more:

Hitchhiker’s Guide to Structured Data
Patience and the Right Tools:
Developer’s Guide to Content Modeling
Contentful Concepts: Contentful
Data Model

Content models vs. web pages: chunks vs. blobs
In the past, websites were created by building
web pages using an approach that treated
content like a library of Microsoft Word
documents. This content-as-a-page lived in
traditional CMS systems that were designed
to manage individual documents within fairly
rigid page templates.
Although content is needed everywhere, the
web page approach makes it extremely difficult
to manage individual pieces of content that
need to be repurposed across many contexts. It
also poses a significant hurdle to both content
editors and developers, who must take the
time to build new page templates for every
new instance of content on every supported
device. When teams slow down, so does website
growth, which puts business value at risk.

“We are in a war between giant,
unstructured blobs of content, and
clean, well-structured fields of content
that have metadata attached. We are in
a war of Blobs versus Chunks. You all
are on Team Chunk. We cannot let the
blobs win.”
Karen McGrane, Content Strategist, Author
Put another way, legacy CMSes tended to create
“blobs” of content made up of many different
“chunks” or individual content elements, such as
text, images or media, and wrapped together
with rigid formatting. Moving away from blobs
of content living in legacy CMS is the first step
towards modernizing your website architecture.
The second step is to create a content model
based on structured chunks of content, enabling
your product team to build a flexible, scalable
and future-proof website.

This chunk-based content model supports the
needs of your entire team, from content creators
to designers to developers. It centralizes and
structures every piece of content, no matter how
large or small, making it easy for editors to keep
your content fresh across myriad touchpoints.
Moreover, a chunk-based content model is easy
to replicate and makes the content itself elastic
and portable, so your product team can deliver
a growing body of content via API to any
digital experience, on any device, using
any technology stack.
Contentful makes it easy to create content
models that support all of your user journeys
through your portfolio of web experiences.
Conceptually, your content model is the
blueprint of your website; it guides the
Contentful APIs to place each block of content
where you specify, so that your website
delivers a fully realized digital experience
at every endpoint.

“[Contentful] supports powerful content
modelling primitives as code and
content model evolution scripts, which
allow treating it as other data store
schemas and applying evolutionary
database design practices to CMS
development.”
ThoughtWork3 Technology Radar, May 2018
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Inside Contentful’s content modeling toolbox
In a traditional CMS, your content must fit pre-defined buckets specified by page templates. If the
content doesn’t fit, then a new template is needed. Content modeling in Contentful works differently.
Your content doesn’t have to fit a particular model—you make the model to fit your website’s content
needs and you can evolve this structure as your website grows. The platform gives your team tools,
such as the Contentful web app or Content Management API, to easily define a unique content model
that makes sense for your website.
So, how do you define a content model in
Contentful? It is made up of individual content
types, each representing a single unit or module
of content within your website. For example,
a customer story video with a headline and
caption is an individual content module that
can appear in numerous places on a website.

A content type is made up of a number of fields
which denote the category of data that will
be included in the content experience. When
creating new content types, it’s helpful to think

broadly about how it will apply to both existing
and future content. Will your content creators
always be entering the same kinds of data?
Or will the data change depending on certain

criteria? Will the content type be reused in other
ways? For example, if you are creating a blog
and don’t want to constantly retype the author’s
name and their bio, you can create a chunk
containing all that information and reuse
it across multiple posts.

[

]

An example of a content type (left) and the resulting web page (right).

For example, let’s say you’re building a content
type for a news article. The article title would
have its own field, the body copy would have
another, and the associated image and video
would each have their own field. Your content
model can also include layout options and
metadata describing how this article should be
delivered across channels. For example, you
could set a field as “featured,” which would
present the article differently from other articles
on your site. Your content model packages the
news article into a modular, portable format,
making it easy to repurpose for display on a
laptop browser, a mobile application, a smart
watch, an information kiosk or any other
digital device.

Read more:
The Beginner’s Guide to Contentful
Content Modeling Basics
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Mapping content types to the front end
Content types offer three important benefits to the members of the product team:

1

2

3

Content creators
or editors can
independently
control how
their content is
displayed, which
in turn gives them
control over how
they deliver their
narrative.

Developers
can give editors
control over the
content experience
without requiring
them to code or
use a WYSIWYG
editor—everything is
accessible through
the web app.

Designers
can give editors the
freedom to lay out
their narrative without
impacting the core
design, ensuring
a consistent user
experience
and preventing
multiple variants.

With Contentful, this healthy tension between
the three perspectives is balanced by a flexible
content model. Editors can pick content types
and fields from a shared library, populate them
with content, combine them with other content
types, and compose a digital experience, one
block at a time. This concept of a “component
library” or “design system” is another key feature
of modern web development. These component
libraries map to front-end components, enabling
teams to deploy content updates to production
faster, with greater efficiency and consistency.

Read more:

Topics and Assemblies: Your Weapons
in the War of Blobs vs. Chunks
Getting Up to Speed on
Composable Entries
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Creating your content model in a few easy steps
Whether you are migrating an existing website
to Contentful, or building one from scratch,
the basic steps to creating a content model
are the same. Start by developing a deep
understanding of the purpose and nature of all
pieces of content that contribute to your website
experience, from large to small. Consider how
use of that content will expand and evolve in the
future so you can make your model as elastic
as possible.

Contentful provides two tools to create and
manage your content model. Editors and nontechnical users can use the Contentful web app,
which provides a visual representation of your
content model with easy point-and-click tools.
Developers can also use the Contentful Content
Management API, which gives them a more
programmatic approach. Both tools connect to
the same content model and allow the whole
product team to participate in the process.

Content modeling at a glance
The basic steps to creating a content model on Contentful are:

1

2

3

4

5

Set up a free
Contentful
account

Create a
space

Create a
content type

Define the
content type

Add
content

This is the
workspace that
will hold every
piece of content
associated with
your website.

Add a new content
type (or “module”)
that represents
a certain kind of
content on
your site.

Add content
fields that
represent
the type of
information to
be stored in this
content type.

Your content
type is ready
to populate!

Each of your team
members should
have their own
account.

Building your content model is quick and easy. The challenge is to conceptually understand which
parts of your site should be represented as content types, so that they can be efficiently repurposed
across your website and future portfolio of digital experiences.
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Content modeling in practice

Let’s walk through the content process with
a sample use case. Let’s say you’re selling
books online and you have a large inventory
to showcase on your site. Your content model
will store everything that you want visitors to
know about your business and each of your
books for sale, as well as all of the user interface
information and other content that creates a
great experience on your site.
Your content editor Robert will build your site’s
content model, and he starts by creating a
space for your website in Contentful:

Next, Robert begins building the content model by creating his first content type.
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Since this is a bookstore site, a great place
to start is by building a content type for an
individual book.

Robert defines the content type by adding fields
that represent information associated with the
book. He chooses “Text” for a book description
and “Date and Time” for publication date. He
may want to add “Number” for product ID and
“Media” for an image of the book cover. He
can always add new fields later, for example
“Reference,” to link to a future blog.

Robert then configures the new fields that he’s added to his content type.
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Once he’s completed his content type, he can then start populating it, creating new entries for each
book in the store catalog. Robert can easily preview draft content in a secure view—for example,
an unpublished book listing—without leaking it or impacting live content.

Robert’s fledgling content model, using his first content type, emerges as he adds entries.
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Once Robert has completed a content type for
the primary content on the site—products for
sale, business information, etc.—he will want
to create content types for smaller pieces of
content, such as the microcopy and navigation
elements that we addressed in the
previous chapter.
In addition, Robert might want to isolate some
pieces of content that will be repurposed in
multiple areas. For example, he might want to
display an author’s bio associated with all books
by that author. In this case, the bio content would
be treated as its own content type.

Robert can also use Contentful’s built-in tools
to optimize his workflow. For example, he can
create a media library to host and manage all
media assets in one place, so he can update
source files, such as when a book cover changes,
without breaking the user experience.
Even if the book cover is displayed in multiple
locations on the website, such as under
“new releases,” “science fiction,” and “award
nominees,” changing the cover in his asset
library will update it in every location. A built-in
markdown editor allows content editors
like Robert to write faster and publish
across platforms.
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Model for usability and functionality, not just content
It’s easy to focus your attention on “primary
content”—that business-critical product copy,
a brand video with viral potential, or an
important campaign banner. But what about
the smaller bits and pieces of content, such as
“microcopy,” that also work hard to create
a great user experience?
These include form labels, help text, error
messages, navigation buttons and other UI
words and phrases that improve usability and
support a smooth user journey. Like their more
prominent counterparts, these pieces of content
also need to be authored, often translated,
experimented with, published and managed.
With Contentful, your content model gives
them structure, too.
Traditional CMS systems are designed to store
large, primary content assets and are not wellsuited to handling small text strings. To reliably
expose these strings to editors within the typical
CMS architecture would be costly and complex.
Therefore, microcopy is typically stored directly
in the front-end source code. To make changes,
content editors or UI/UX designers must submit
a change request to developers, who then must
deploy a new version of the site code. When
microcopy is stored as a static asset, updating
it requires a lot more work, making it harder to
optimize and evolve.

With Contentful, your microcopy is governed
by your content model and managed as its
own set of content types. It is delivered to
your end user experience via API, rather than
hard-coded in application code, making it as
flexible and dynamic as the rest of your content.
Content editors and UI designers can easily take
control of these small but mighty contributors
to the user experience to revise, test and
maximize their effectiveness. By transforming
your microcopy from a static asset to dynamic
content, product teams are empowered to
create a smoother, more effective website
journey without the frustrating back-and-forth
microcopy editing required by a traditional
CMS-based workflow.
Your content model can also include your
navigation. Traditionally, navigation has been
dictated by a CMS or managed in markup. By
including navigation in your content model, you
make it more accessible, flexible and dynamic.
The content modeling process allows you to
explore and fully understand your content
and the complexities of relationships among
elements, granting you better control over the
user experience.

Read more:

Dynamic Microcopy: Putting UX Text
in the Hands of Your Marketing and
Editorial Team
Modeling Navigation
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Extending your content model in Contentful
Innovative product teams are always striving to develop new and different ways to improve their
product and maximize its value to the business. As they do so, they’ll want their content model to
be as flexible as possible so it can easily adapt to new use cases and business requirements without
significant new work from the team. Contentful enables product teams to leverage their content
model to help them work faster and smarter.
Let’s continue with the bookstore example and look at three important ways the platform helps
Robert extend his new content model.

Easy localization

Once you build a content model in Contentful,
this core structure can be repurposed across
multiple digital experiences, including localized
websites. In the bookstore example, Robert
can expand his content model to include new
languages, add translations to his English
content entries, and provide international
customers with a web experience in their own
language and books appropriate to their market.

UI Extensions

Developers can customize the user interface
of the Contentful web app to help content
editors more easily create, organize and manage
content in a consistent way that works best for
their team and business. For example, Robert
can attach specific instructions to content types
and fields that guide his content editors in their
modeling or content entry workflows.

Integration with other cloud platforms

Contentful APIs integrate easily with other
cloud platforms, so you can work directly with
externally hosted content in the Contentful web
app. For example, Robert can pull in an author
video from YouTube to help promote a book,
or pull reviews from a book blogger’s website.

Read more:

The Most Foolproof Way to Get Started
with Contentful
Content Modeling Example: Creating a
Digital Lookbook
Contentful Concepts: UI Extensions
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Getting to production: integrating
with your delivery pipeline
In the past, software was treated like a boxed product, with new versions released once every
year or two. The release process was expensive and time consuming. Product teams would
build the entire product, then development would grind to a halt while the team tested
and debugged the entire thing until it was ready for release. The rise of the cloud has
paved the way for new models of software delivery that can keep pace with today’s
evolving digital experiences.

Shipping content continuously
Amongst teams practicing Agile development,
the preferred approach to shipping code
is a two-part practice known as continuous
integration and continuous delivery (often
referred to as “CI/CD”). With continuous
integration, each developer works on a branch
of a website’s code, tests it, and then merges
it back into a shared master code base—often
several times per day. Once code changes have
been merged, the continuous delivery processes
take the code through various testing stages
before it finally goes to production. Releases can
happen several times per week, or even per day.

CI/CD practices enable short build/test/
release cycles and help your product teams
reliably ship smaller sets of changes at a rapid
cadence, therefore bypassing the complexities
of monolithic annual releases of the past. Your
product team benefits from reduced complexity,
greater automation and improved efficiencies.
Your product quality improves due to test-driven
development, and risk is reduced with small,
focused deployments. Finally, your business
benefits from faster time to market and more
control over release timeframes.

Inside the deployment pipeline

Teams that practice CI/CD use a deployment pipeline—a set of validations through which website
updates must pass on their way to production. Your pipeline is composed of a linear set of stages,
and each stage has its own environment for running and testing code. A typical pipeline consists
of the following:

1

2

Stage one: Develop
Developers work on
website code on their own
machines, then commit
their changes to a version
control system and push it
to a shared repository.
This initiates the pipeline.

6

3

Stage two: Build
The build script creates
a running version of the
web application from
the source code and its
dependencies.

5

Stage six: Deploy
The update is uploaded
to production servers and
goes live to the public.

4

Stage five: Preview
The update is ready to
deploy and moved to a
staging environment for
stakeholder review and
approval.

Contentful’s content infrastructure is a cloudbased service that integrates into your website
via APIs. The content model is treated as
code, and can, for example, be backed up,
automatically updated, and replicated like code.
It therefore integrates seamlessly into your
deployment pipeline at every stage. This means
that your developers can extend and update
your structure content in the same way that they
apply changes to code—using the same fluid,
CI/CD approach.

Stage three: Test
Automated tests verify
that the new version
works as expected and
hasn’t broken anything.

Stage four: QA
Developers and quality
assurance specialists perform
more manual testing and
ensure that acceptance
criteria are met.

Read more:

CMS as Code: Contentful’s Content
Infrastructure
Contentful Concepts: Integrating
Migrations in Your Content
Delivery Pipeline
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Seamless collaboration in Contentful
One of the challenges of content management is that there are two deployment cycles happening
at the same time, both requiring authoring, verification and release. One is the software deployment
pipeline, in which developers are writing and releasing new versions of the website, including
changes to the content infrastructure. In a separate cycle, content creators are authoring and
releasing new content and updates. How can the two coexist?
Contentful decouples content infrastructure development from content authoring and management,
which allows teams to move fast without breaking things. The platform’s ability to support multiple
space environments allows members of your product team to build and iterate even the most
complex digital experiences in parallel, each working in the environment that is appropriate to
their workflow.

Contentful space environments

Using spaces, Contentful’s tool that includes your content model and repository, your development
team can configure individual space environments for development, QA and production. Your space
environment setup maps to your pipeline flow.

1

2

3

4

Developers use
their sandbox
environment for
making changes
to your content

They then
migrate content
infrastructure
update to the QA
environment

Once approved,
the content
infrastructure
updates are pushed
to the master

The master
environment allows
your content editors
to author and
manage content, and

infrastructure.

to validate
changes—without
impacting the live
site or preventing
content editors
from updating live
content.

environment that
holds your
live content.

your website and
other applications
to query and
utilize content.
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Public website content seen by visitors

Live

Preview

Local
environment

Contentful
environments

Dev

Test

QA

Staging

Preview

Preview

Preview

Dev

QA

Staging

Developers modify content model
in a dev space before pushing it
through a deployment pipeline

The collaboration workflow in practice

Going back to our bookstore example, let’s
say that the business has expanded to selling
music. Using the sandbox environment, the
product team adds several new content types to
the content model, which updates the content
infrastructure. The designers and developers
also make any necessary changes to the website
UI and add code to accommodate the new
content types.
The changes are then migrated to a QA
environment and website staging environment
for testing and verification. Any bugs or issues
get resolved, and the new music section is ready
to push to production.
Once it gets to the master environment, content
editors populate the new content types with
the available music catalog. Using Contentful’s
Preview API, everyone can see how the new
music section looks on the website before it’s
open for business. If all looks OK, then a simple
click on the “publish” button will push it live
to customers.

Production

Preview

Delivery

Production

Editors create content in a production
space, which is then synced with the
staging space for testing purposes

Ultimately, Contentful’s flexibility helps a
product team reduce complexity and build new
website experiences faster, while maintaining
the build/test/release discipline of their CI/CD
practice to produce high-quality websites. In
addition, the platform enables multiple teams
to collaborate asynchronously and remotely,
helping to scale collaboration across a growing
product organization and a growing portfolio
of digital experiences.

Read more:

Why Space Environments are Great for
Managing and Maintaining Content
Structure for Contentful Projects
Contentful Concepts: Managing
Multiple Environments
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Implementing new architectures with Contentful
Today, developers are building the front-end
components to their websites using a variety of
architectural approaches. Many considerations
factor into this strategic decision, including the
types of content they have to work with and the
types of user experiences they need to deliver.
For example, your team might be working
with very large files, such as an interactive
timeline, and therefore page load time is
critical. Alternately, your team might be building
an ecommerce checkout experience where
everything needs to happen on the same page
to prevent shopping cart abandonment.

Development considerations also come
into play. Some teams want to build their
products in a single codebase (say Java)
and then port them into specific languages
(Swift, Windows, Javascript) for distribution
on different platforms. Some care about the
speed of development and focus on fast release
processes, while others care about efficiency
and use build systems that allow them to
work with design systems and reuse the same
components throughout their projects.
Hosting costs and security are other factors
that guide technical strategy.

Some of the most popular architectural patterns include:

Static – Simple, cheap, easy to deploy and maintain,
with fast load times

Single Page Application – Load a single HTML page and
dynamically update that page as the user interacts with
it, producing a fluid, responsive web experience without
constant page reloads
Backend for Frontend (BFF) – Combines data from
multiple sources, hides sensitive information, and reduces
the number of requests.

Hybrid – Pages are static when rendered, but become
interactive once loaded client-side
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Contentful supports all of these patterns with
tools, plugins, and guidance to help developers
integrate content infrastructure into their
architecture of choice. For example, the platform
supports several static site generators that
help turn your static pages into dynamic,
interactive experiences.
For teams that experiment or migrate their
approach over time from one architectural
pattern to another, they might cycle through a
number of front-end technologies, going from
pure Javascript to Angular to React components,
and experiment with a variety of build tools.
However, Contentful is one platform that
remains constant as development teams evolve
their build process or app architecture, or add
new delivery channels to their digital portfolio.
Teams are free to explore different options
before committing to a specific path and can
rest assured that their content authoring tools
and hosting environments will remain the same
for developers and editors.

Read more:

The New Era of Static Sites: How
Javascript Powers Everything
Dynamic Static Sites: Implementing
an Oxymoron
Contentful Tools: Static Site Generators

Getting to scale: managing
complexity
Over time, product teams experience growing pains, such as when the team is scaling up
the number of internal contributors and external partners. At the same time, they might also
need to scale their website portfolio to serve new product lines or global markets. When it
comes to content, Contentful provides a range of tools to scale effectively and painlessly.

Managing people: roles, permissions, and workflows
In Contentful, space administrators are tasked with configuring who can do what within the space.
Using the Contentful web app, administrators define roles in detail, and set fine-grained controls
over access and editing permission. This feature is particularly useful for content creation teams with
numerous members, both internal and external, each with distinct tasks in the creation workflow.
For example:

Writer
Can access and
edit content, create
new content, but
can neither publish
nor delete it.

Translator
Can access content
and input a
translation,
but can’t modify
the source.

Proofreader
Can only view
content or
suggest edits.

Photo Editor
Can only access,
write, or edit
content associated
with images.

Editor
Can create or edit
content, but is
the only person
who can publish
content.

In this example, your space administrator would set different permissions in Contentful for each role
on the content creation team to ensure that everyone is working together in harmony.
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Contentful enables you to establish even more structure for your team by setting up content approval
workflows on the platform. Workflows can be as flexible or as prescribed as needed. In many cases,
the entire workflow—content creation, editing, proofreading, translating, review and approval—
happens directly in the Contentful web app. If busy, non-technical content approvers might not have
the time or inclination to use the web app. Even so, these key non-technical stakeholders are still able
to approve content, either directly from Contentful’s preview environment or via email, without ever
having to touch the web app.

3. Re-submits for review

L

A
Draft

A

Author

E

Editor

L

Legal

1. Submits for review

E

E

4. Publishes
Published

2. Requests
more changes

5. Requests further changes
in Published Entry

Setting up content workflows in Contentful requires some configuration by developers, including
creating webhooks to automate notifications via email, Slack or any other channel. However, the end
result is powerful. For each piece of content, you can check its status at each stage of the workflow
to identify bottlenecks and better manage the process.

Read more:

Contentful Guide: Managing Roles & Permissions
A New Way to Set Up Content Approval Workflows
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Managing people: roles, permissions, and workflows
As content scales, it can easily mushroom out of control. Content repositories are often bloated with
duplicate content and teams struggle with accessing and managing multiple versions of a particular
content piece. When multiple applications require multiple CMSes, content management becomes
even more chaotic.
Contentful’s content infrastructure has built-in elasticity along with structural tools that help
you prepare to scale from the beginning. So when it comes time to replicate a piece of content
for additional use cases, such as a new app or a portfolio of websites, you can do so in a few
simple steps.

Using Contentful Locales

Depending on your business, your company
might wish to provide a localized experience
for customers and partners in other countries.
Contentful natively supports localization and
provides a built-in feature called “Locales,”
enabling your product team to spin up localized
versions of your website faster.
The platform gives you fine-grained control over
which content types and fields can be localized,
and everything happens in the same content
entry. All translations are entered and stored
in the same record, so the team doesn’t have
to access separate records for each language.
In addition, Contentful’s roles and permissions
feature can limit translator access to a particular
language to help prevent mistakes.

You can even set a default fallback language
for locale fields that are missing content (e.g.
for Swiss visitors, French text appears when
German text is unavailable). If your business
produces large amounts of content that is
translated by an external agency, you might
prefer to set up a direct integration with the
translation platform used by the partner agency.
Contentful integrates with all modern translation
platforms, such as Smartling, Transifex,
PhraseApp and OneSky.

Read more:

Using Contentful for Multi-Language
Publishing
Contentful Concepts: Locales

Locales offers several other controls that enable
you to easily manage localized content. You can
disable editing for a particular locale but keep
its content visible on the website, or conversely,
hide locale content on the website but still make
it editable in Contentful. Content fields can be
made optional or mandatory by locale, and
you can publish different locale content at
different times.
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One image, multiple uses

Most websites have a subset of images that are
repurposed across numerous parts of the site.
These images usually need to be resized or
manipulated to fit each context. For example,
a logo might appear in one size in your
navigation menu, in another size on your product
page, and in yet another size on a press release.
With legacy CMSes, editors have to manually
produce all these assets for different layouts,
which is a painful, error-prone and timeconsuming process. With Contentful, you don’t
have to store multiple asset files of the same
image. The Contentful Images API leverages
programmatic transformations that allow you
to manipulate images on the fly by appending
relevant attributes and input values to the image
URL. Editors upload an image once, and then
developers use variables to cut and resize the
image for specific layouts, eliminating effort and
delivering better results. For some demanding
use cases, such as fashion or lifestyle websites,
there may be a third step for editors to check
programmatically re-formatted images and
manually correct them for maximum effect.

Content versioning and roll backs

Contentful helps your product team keep track
of past versions of content and compare them to
the current, live version. The platform produces
a snapshot of a content entry each time it is
published or republished. Content editors then
use the web app to view previously published
versions of an entry, find out who published
an entry and when, and compare previous
snapshots to the current version.
If a mistake has been made, it’s easy to restore
an earlier version by rolling back the contents of
an individual field or the entire entry. Contentful
also enables teams to version content types
via the API and compare a version in a local
development space against the live version
on Contentful servers.

Read more:

Contentful Versioning FAQ

Read more:

Contentful Concepts: Images
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Conclusion
As you transition your website team from a pageor site-centric approach to a product-centric

approach, consider how you can future-proof

the site with tools to better manage content and

workflows, be ready for new content types and

platforms, and deliver to a global audience.

To learn more about how Contentful
can help your business, please
contact us to talk with an expert or
visit contentful.com.

Your content must be flexible, portable and

scalable to support any number of current and
future web experiences. Your cross-functional

team must be equipped to ship updates at the

pace of your business, and easily scale your
website portfolio across new geographies,

new initiatives or new lines of business.

Contentful’s content infrastructure empowers
your entire website team to deliver website

experiences faster and keep them fresh with
an ongoing pipeline of new content.
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